Eliza Collin & Julie Fox _ Samak Bilab Bi Delo: House of Princes , Abbie Adams _
The TeYos Project , Merle Bergers _ What’s in a Tear , Billie Van Katwijk _ Ventri ,
Sarmite Polakova _ PineSkins , Cecily Ophelia _ ETAKA , Harry Smithson _ Process
Through Sound , ISHKAR _ Craft From Countries at War
Material Connections, hosted at The Koppel Projects Central gallery, presents an
exhibition and week long workshop series, curated by Abbie Adams. It will feature
works by a group of emerging creatives who look to materials and making to engage in
a wider conversation of culture, social and environmental sustainability.
It has been recognised in recent years that craft and making can be a valid and
effective way of engaging with people and ideas, from waste streams in agriculture and
forestry to the preservation of cultural heritage and redefining of community.
Designers are shifting away from an emphasis on direct functionality and are instead
instilling narratives through making. In an industry where surface impressions are too
often all that matters this exhibition celebrates the inherent integrity of craft-making
processes.
The exhibited works are collaborative, bringing together people and materials from all
over the world; from ancient glass blowing techniques in Herat, pine bark harvested in
Latvia, embroidery from Beit Ummar and garments hand crocheted by ‘Kanyogoa’
mothers in Uganda. The event seeks to cast light upon practitioners who utilise
making as a tool to narrate material fiction and show that shared skill and cooperation
are central to creative collaboration.
The workshop series invites the public into each practitioner’s practice and their
unique approach to material culture: the connection between human and material.
The workshop series and exhibition go hand-in-hand, engaging with exhibited
narratives through the act of making deepens the commitment to a cause.
The Koppel Project Central
49 Poland Street, Soho
W1F 7ND _ Open: 10:00 - 18:00
www.materialconnections.co.uk
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HOUSE OF PRINCES
ELIZA COLLIN & JULIE FOX
SAMAK BILA BI DELO

In 2015, artist, Julie Fox was approached by Muna Ammar, founder of the
Tanweer Center, Beit Ummar, Palestine to facilitate the development of an
international market for locally produced embroidery. Embroidery is a major
source of income for many university-educated women in the region. Designer,
Eliza Collin, joined SBBD in 2016 to steer us towards a research-based
exploration of the material and historical culture associated with the craft, in
line with her processes and methods of making.
Through tracing past trade routes, we forged, across now tempestuous borders,
a new network open to trade, design development, and contemporary
storytelling, that stretches across the Levant and further. Combining materials
such as cotton, woven in Hebron at the Al-Haramain Factory and silks spun in
Damascus, naturally dyed by Ms. Nayfeh Al Nawasrah and her team in Jordan at
Safi Crafts, with an opportunity for community outreach and educational
programs to reclaim the act of embroidering, culminating in the work you see
here today. Our partner embroiderers, Wella, Nabila and Khitam have taken
imagery selected from over 80 children’s art works on the themes of home,
landscapes, and identity, from a 2017 SBBD Summer camp which took place in
Beit Ummar.
Over the years we have connected with other merchants and artisans, including
Bilal Abu-Khalaf, a third-generation fabric merchant in Jerusalem, who has
supported us in our efforts to trade from the West Bank to the Jordan Valley, and
the incredible artisans at the Al-Salam glass and ceramics factory in Hebron who
blow exquisite glass objects using recycled glass and second hand engine oil to
run their fires.
@samakbilabbidelo
www.samakbilabbidelo.org
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THE TEYOS PROJECT
ABBIE ADAMS
"Making physical things shapes our identities through the development of personal
skill and informs society by putting work into the public sphere” Richard Sennett

The teYos Project was designed to open up a space of making and discovery.
Exploring personal identity through self made objects, its workshops foster
creative agency and enable participants to express themselves in an open,
hands on medium.
The vessel casting process was developed to translate the skills and processes
used in slip casting ceramics into a teaching practice which isn’t constrained by
the need for specialist facilities. The workshops focus on DIY casting, which
allows for improvisation within the process . Each vessel is unique, and every
maker brings their own creative energy to the process.
The project has recently been working in collaboration with ‘The Prince’s Trust’
as part of a week long ‘Introduction to Product Design’ workshop series hosted
at Somerset House, seeking to integrate young people out of full time education
or employment into new work streams. In line with this, Abbie will be teaching a
casting workshop in the Mezzanine as part of a week long program curated to
entangle making and storytelling.
Abbie Adams is a British designer living and working in London. In 2018 she
graduated from Central Saint Martins where she developed interests in the value
of cooperation and collaboration within making systems. She is constantly
developing her practice to explore material experimentation; foster creative
skills through making; and nurture a sense of community through shared
participation.
@abbie.madams
www.abbiemadams.com
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WHAT’S IN A TEAR
MERLE BERGERS
Our tears tell us something.
A deeply personal story.
With What's in a Tear we can show our feelings with a ring that carries a
tear-stone. Tears naturally contain minerals that can be transformed into a
long-lasting pearl-like stone.
By making the tear stone for others and setting them in one of the most
symbolic of jewels, the ring, Merle hopes to help people accept tears as a
part of life.
“I believe that by embracing and truly experiencing our emotions, we lay
the groundwork of accepting ourselves”.
The ring, in silver or pure gold, will be the keeper of the tearstone; a
timeless reminder of a story once lived.
Merle Burges is a dutch designer living in Rotterdam. In 2017 she graduated
from Design Academy Eindhoven where she studied in the department of
Food non Food. Her work looks to evoke empathy or connect people with
themselves and other species, micro-organisms or plants.

@studio_merlebergers
www.merlebergers.nl
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VENTRI
BILLIE VAN KATWIJK
An everyday by-product of the meat industry gets a luxurious afterlife, thanks to
the innovative handling of undervalued organic materials. Ventri shows how
something that is considered waste in many countries can be given a new and
much higher value through the intervention and action of design.
Take the intestines of a cow. After slaughter, the value of a cow stomach is nil. In
the Netherlands, the best-case scenario for its use is in dog food. In Italy and
other countries, such animal “waste” products can occasionally end up on
people’s plates, often prized only for their low-price.
What happens to the value, however, if the stomach becomes not a food product,
but a designer bag or chair? Billie van Katwijk's project shows beauty in hidden
and unexpected places, discovering new materials by taking a different look at
what is already there. Van Katwijk studied the richness of textures and specific
properties in each of the four parts of a cow’s stomach, and through a
labour-intensive tanning process arrived at a collection of handbags with a
unique aesthetic. Says the designer: “I hope that, seduced by its beauty, people
are aware of it being a cow stomach and inspire a conversation about the value
of under-appreciated and everyday materials.”
Billie van Katwijk is a Dutch designer living and working in Amsterdam. She
graduated from Design Academy Eindhoven in 2017 where she became
fascinated by the cycles of nature, in which waste doesn’t exist. Van Katwijk
believes in revealing contradictions and taboos, but avoids judging them,
discussing existing rules, habits and dogmas but leaving the beaten track, to

create something new and unconventional

@studiobillievankatwijk
www.billievankatwijk.co
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PINE SKINS
SARMITE POLAKOVA
PineSkins, as the name suggests, is the skin of a Pine tree. In the forestry
industry pines are valued for their cheap timber, which leaves the bark of the
tree as waste. This project gives the bark a new purpose - it becomes a living
extension of the tree long after the wood has been cut into pieces.
Pine bark differs from other traditionally used tree barks as it cannot be
harvested from a living tree. A pine tree would die without its skin, so the bark is
harvested in collaboration with the tree cutter. Skinning takes place right after
the tree has been felled.
This leather-like material is surprisingly soft, in contrast to the thick and harsh
character usually associated with pine trees, as the fresh bark is treated with
natural ingredients to preserve its softness. Afterwards it can be coated with an
enriching layer of finishing and colour pigments.
There are five times more pine trees in the forests of Latvia than there are
people. Sarmite looks to engage the public with the scale of this resource,
opening up the potential for the forestry industry to better utilise all of the tree.
She advocates for an entangled and balanced relationship to our natural
environments and their resources rather than a unidirectional approach
leading to excessive exploitation.
Sarmite Polakova is a Latvian designer living and working in Amsterdam. In
2015 she graduated from Design Academy Eindhoven where she developed a
special interest in material research and storytelling. Sarmite‘s designs develop
sustainable materials and production techniques that do no harm to the planet.
@studio_sarmite
www.studiosarmite.com
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ETAKA
CECILY OPHELI A
ETAKA (OF THE EARTH) AWAY IS A PLACE. It is a desert on fire. WE’VE FUCKED UP. Our
climate is in a state of catastrophe.
‘Etaka’ is a projection of beauty among apocalyptic visions of a destroyed landscape,
situated in this “AWAY” place, somewhere between the utopian and dystopian
wreckages of postmodernity. Considering her place in the creative renewal of this
catastrophe, Cecily Ophelia’s collection follows certain principles of wabi sabi, in that
it is made primarily from recycled and natural materials.
This is also the reason for placing an emphasis on the handmade. Valuing the
process of time serves both as therapy and as a protest against the voracious cycle of
the fashion treadmill, which weaves obsolescence into the very fabric of its
garments.
SEEING RED ‘Etaka’ is the Ugandan word for the red earth in the Lugandan language.
In 2018 Cecily spent seven months working in Uganda and Rwanda working for ‘Paper
Fig Foundation’, a small foundation that works to promote the local fashion
industries in East Africa. It does this by providing training to women and girls,
allowing them to earn an income and become financially independent. It also works
to seek out local fashion talent and provide them with support and mentorship, as
well as a platform to showcase their work at regional fashion weeks.
For her graduate collection at Central Saint Martins she returned to Uganda to work
with ‘Kanyogoa’ Mums’ group, an incredible group of women and single mothers
from a large slum community in Kampala, to whom she had previously taught
pattern cutting and crochet. They helped hand-crochet pieces for the collection in
return for financial support. She also worked with local artisans and craftswomen in
Kigali, Rwanda, who worked on hand embroidery and accessories.
@cecilyophelia
www.cecilyophelia.com
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PROCESS THROUGH SOUND
HARRY SMITHSON
Merging ideas of traditional plaster carving techniques and DIY electronic
music, ‘Process Though Sound' is a series of performances where modified
tools and sensors are used to simultaneously craft an object and an
accompanying piece of music. Rather than responding to the aesthetics
and feel of the material, each artefact is shaped by reacts to the sound
generated live using distance and motion sensors to mediate between
material and performer. The marks and forms made used shape the sound
created, which in turn guides the continued carving by the performer,
creating a symbiotic feedback loop. At the end of the performance you are
left with both an artefact and a sound piece, both intrinsically linked,
reflecting each other.
‘Process Though Sound’ plays with how sound is part of the making
process, both as a guide and also as a cathartic output of expression. It
explores what this sound can be, and how it can be used to alter and distort
the end products.
Harry Smithson is an artist and designer living and working in London.
Graduating from Product Design at Central Saint Martins in 2018, his work
explores ideas of how sound and object can interact and be manipulated in
parallel, through the use of custom made tools, sensors and instruments.
These works manifest as a combination of objects, performance and
installation.

@hasmithson
www.harrysmithson.com
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CRAFTMANSHIP FROM COUNTRIES AT WAR
ISHKAR

ISHKAR aims to provide a window onto lands which were
globally known for their distinctive culture, natural beauty,
and age-old traditions of fine craftsmanship, long before
they became known for being war-torn.
The majority of the pieces in this collection have been
made by our artisan partners in Afghanistan. As the
political situation in Afghanistan becomes ever more
uncertain, we hope this exhibition shines a light on some
of the valuable regional and ancestral traditions which
continue to evolve and remain unbroken in spite of the
political turmoil which surrounds them.
Founded in 2016 , ISHKAR is an award winning social
enterprise dedicated to proving that trade with countries at
war is not only possible, but culturally beneficial and
profitble too.

@ishkarartisans
www.ishkar.com
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1.  بالامجلاAl Jamalab, Rinad Norein.

4. Sham City II, Manaf Azzam.

The architecture around the village is not much different
from any other rural area in Sudan; formed of narrow
pathways, small mud houses built close to each other with
colourful walls and doors.

The roof of the Sham City Centre Mall in Damascus.

2. The Sitareh, Bashayer Ali.

5. Djenné III, Hamdia Traoré.
The entire community of Djenné (Mali) takes an active role
in the mosque's maintenance.

The Sitarah is a Yemeni garment worn by the elderly women 6. Sham City I, Manaf Azzam.
in the historic part of the city. Though the Sitarah is
associated specifically with Old Sana’a, I believe its vibrancy The roof of the Sham City Centre Mall in Damascus.
and grace embodies the spirit of all Yemeni women.

3. Bird Catchers, Farshad Usyan.
Afghan villagers are sitting under a net in a field on the
outskirts of Mazar-i-sharif, Afghanistan. The boys are
taking a rest from trying to catch quails, which they train
up to be used in bird fights

7. Sana’a, Somaya Abdualla.
I took this photograph in old Sana’a in 2018. Something
about this city, with its random architecture and colours
fascinates me. Every time I photograph the city it looks
different.

All images are an edition of 50. Available with frame and mounting, or as an individual print.

Accompanying the exhibited works, Material Connections hosted a week long workshop
series. The public program looks to invite the public to engage with the exhibited
works on a deeper level, physically and socially.
Making is Connection
“Making is connecting because you have to connect things together (materials, ideas, or both) to
make something new.
Making is connecting because acts of creativity usually involve, at some point, a social dimension
and connect us with other people
And making is connecting because through making things and sharing them in the world, we
increase our engagement and connection with our social and physical environments.”
(David Gauntlett)

The workshop series invites each exhibiting designer to open up their practice and
engage the public with making processes and inspirations from their collections. The
foundation for the entire show is the value in the hand-made, a respect for materials
and the planet and a shared understanding in the power of collective cooperation
across the creative arts.
A key element of my research is the importance of cooperation and participation, there
for the exhibition and workshops go hand in hand, one isn’t as valid experience
without the other. Integrating the public, engaging with exhibited narratives through
the act of making deepens the commitment to a cause.

The Koppel Project Central
49 Poland Street, Soho
W1F 7ND _ Open: 10:00 - 18:00
www.materialconnections.co.uk
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BOTTLE THE FRAGRANT LANGUAGE OF A ROSE.
MERLE BERGERS

Have you ever listened to a rose, with your nose?
Scents make up many sorts of volatile organic compounds used
by plants to send out messages. There are thousands of these
substances, twelve of which are active in each and every plant.
During this workshop we will explore a variety of over 20
different molecules present in living roses. Participants will
recreate the smell of a rose and learn to understand why they
smell like they do; their specificity and meaning. Is the rose
trying to attract bees and butterflies, is it repelling insects or
trying to defend itself?
Participants will go home with a rose in a bottle and a basic
knowledge on botanical linguistics. A walk in the garden will
never be the same again!

@studio_merlebergers
www.merlebergers.nl
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EMBROIDERING IDENTITIES
SAMAK BILAB BI DELO
Palestinian women traditionally used embroidery as a means to define and
redefine their identity over the course of their lives, developing different
colours and symbols local to regions. Pieces were embroidered and pieced
together to create a thobe, a dress made up of panels, each conveying a
message, story, patch of identity through embroidery. For example, a
woman from Ramallah would be recognisable by the white base and red
cross stitch of her thobe, while a Bethlehemian’s multicoloured sleeves of
purple, yellow and green would identify her, the embroidery on the kaaba
(chest panel), radah (yoke), and shinyar (lower back panel) told the story
of future hopes and past experiences.
During this workshop, While learning history and contemporary practice of
Palestinian Embroidery we will be learning or refreshing our skills of
cross-stitch to make our own embroidery patches on pieces of naturally
dyed Hebron cotton. We will explore symbols of meaning, personal
narratives, and distinctive imagery that can be used to define, or identify
each of us within our own complex lives
Please feel free to bring a garment you wish to stitch these patches to so
you can leave wearing them, proud. Everyone of all abilities welcome.

@samakbilabbidelo
www.samakbilabbidelo.org
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THE TEYOS PROJECT: VESSEL CASTING
ABBIE ADAMS
The teYos Project has been designed to open up a space of making
and discovery. Exploring personal identity through self made
objects, the workshops fosters creative agency and enables
participants to express themselves in an open hands on medium.
Each workshop teaches transferable making skills, that can be
applied to a range of materials and techniques.
The projects ‘Vessel Casting’ workshop teaches rotational
moulding, building vessels out of layers of pigmented Jesmonite.
Abbie developed this casting technique, frustrated by the need for
specialist facilities when working with ceramics. This vessel casting
process has taken influence from slip-casting in ceramics and
rotational moulding in mass manufactured plastics.
In this workshop you will choose from three different mould forms,
learn how to mix and cast with Jesmonite and experiment mixing
colours derived from raw powdered pigments. Bring you own
creative energy to the process; each vessel created is unique and
one of a kind.

@abbie.madams
www.abbiemadams.com
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WHAT A FINE PINE!
SARMITE POLAKOVA
PineSkins is a material design project that aims to create alternative
scenarios for the parts of the tree, that usually are left behind in the
forest after the tree is cut.
One of such being the bark of a Pine Tree, which, through the actions of
design, has been given a new value.
PineSkins invites people to slow down, experience the tactility and
smell of the forest. Its natural texture prickles the senses – especially
when walking barefoot on the bark rug. The bark pattern does not reveal
all of its variety at first sight, but a closer look adds an element of
surprise to the experience.
During the two-hour workshop you will learn about tree bark through
your senses – touch, sent and sight. Furthermore, you will learn how to
work with PineSkins bark and design your own mat with a personalised
colour and finish. The workshop will teach participants to work with raw
Pine tree bark that will be cut in the shape you decide on.
We will also mix our own pigments to finish the bark and create our own
colour pattern. Finally, the piece will be waxed with a natural wax.

@studio_sarmite
www.studiosarmite.com
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SEEDS OF CHANGE
CECILY OPHELIA
Make your own ‘Bean Bag’ with Cecily Ophelia
Come along to this hands-on workshop with Cecily Ophelia, known for
her ‘nutty’ creations which are entirely handcrafted out of entirely
natural or recycled materials such as seeds, shells and nuts. During this
workshop you will learn how to make a beautiful handbag using a
beading technique Cecily learnt from craftswomen in Uganda. The twist
is beans are your beads! Not only will you learn an amazing beading
technique, which can be translated to many different applications, you
will also come away with an original bag entirely handcrafted from
nature.
All of the profits from the workshop will go directly into funding the
projects Cecily is working on with Kanyogoa Mums in Kampala, Uganda,
so they can continue to earn an income from their beautiful craftwork.
Kanyogoa Mums group is an incredible group of women and single
mothers from a large slum community in Kampala, who specialise in
handcrafts as a way for them to earn an income and become financially
independent. Cecily has been working with them over the past two years
both teaching and learning from them. They helped her to hand crochet
the pieces for her graduate collection and in return for financial
support. She has been back since working on new projects.
@cecilyophelia
www.cecilyophelia.com

